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Abstract
Scientific visualization still presents a number of challenges. Effective visualization straddles several problem
domains - the data structures needed to support visualization of large data sets, rendering techniques for fast and
interactive display of this data, and enough understanding of the data involved to construct visualizations that
provide real insight into the problem. Data from Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics simulations is of particular
interest, due to its time-dependent, point-based nature and its prevalence in simulation in astrophysics in areas
such as star formation and evolution. This paper looks at some of the issues associated with building a useful,
usable visualization tool for SPH data from astrophysics, and describes a prototype of such a system. This paper
describes work in progress.

1. Introduction

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [GM77, Mon92]
is a technique for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulations which uses the Lagrangian description of fluid
flow on a set of simulated particles. These fluid elements
move under the influence of hydrodynamic and, frequently,
gravitational forces. Each particle of fluid has equal mass,
and a density value that may differ. Applications for this
technique are centred around nonaxisymmetric phenomena
in astrophysics - events such as asteroid impacts and colli-
sions [DBE∗04], galaxy mergers [Mih99], supernova explo-
sions [BYH03] and star formation and evolution [NSH04].
The output from SPH simulations consists of a point cloud,
with each point having additional characteristics such as
density and temperature.

As with other forms of scientific data, the amount of in-
formation produced by such a simulation can be huge. While
the original paper [GM77] used a set of 80 particles, modern
supercomputers are capable of running the same technique
with tens of millions of particles. Since data is produced for
each time step, the quantities of data involved are immense.
Scientific visualization aims to tackle the problem of inter-
pretation of this data, by providing visualizations that help
provide insight into the science of the system. This is es-
pecially true in astrophysics, where hypothesis formation is
aided hugely by even simple visualizations.

Alongside scientific visualization has grown the new sci-
ence of information visualization [Spe01], where the aim is
to provide insight into more abstract data sets through visu-
alization, insight that might lead to improved understanding
or new ideas. The overlap between the two fields tends to be
minimal. Many scientific applications would not necessarily
benefit from more abstract visualizations - medical applica-
tions are a case in point.

However, data from SPH simulations is interesting for a
number of reasons. Since it has no inherent structure (unlike
grid-based CFD methods), there are many possibilities for
visualization. Its point-based nature means that many recent
techniques for point-clouds can be applied. Its time-based
nature suggests that animation would be a route worth pur-
suing. In addition, since existing visualizations are essen-
tially 2D plots of the data [BYH03, DBE∗04], there may be
a whole range of techniques from information visualization
that can be usefully applied, by working together with astro-
physicists involved in SPH simulation.

This paper describes work in progress to produce a vi-
sualization system for Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
datasets from the field of astrophysics. Section 2 gives back-
ground to the data set and the disparate fields brought to-
gether by this research. In section 3 we present some ideas
to be applied to the visualization of this data, in the form of
desirable features for our system. Section 4 provides brief
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implementation details and some examples of visualization
of an SPH dataset.

2. Background and Related Work

This section looks at existing practice in SPH visualization,
and provides some background on the three main fields of
interest to the present research: data structures for large data
set visualization, rendering techniques for point-cloud data,
and information visualization.

2.1. SPH Visualization

The point cloud output from an SPH simulation is un-
structured. Data points may be tightly clustered or sparsely
spread, dependent on the results of the simulation. Further-
more, distribution may change significantly between time
steps. The range of values for point attributes such as tem-
perature and density can be very large.

Currently, data visualization often takes the form of con-
tour plots for density over time steps. These are produced by
taking slices through the data and performing resampling.
The resultant regular grid is then used to produce the plots.
By examining plots for a number of time steps, the forma-
tion of features can be tracked and described. Figure 1 shows
the gradual elongation of the core in an SPH simulation of
the Eagle Nebula. Animations of plots make the formation
of features easier still to track.

Without foreknowledge of the existence of features, these
visualization techniques can be challenging to apply in a
timely fashion. Since so much depends on the choice of slice
(its angle and location), often several attempts are needed to
reveal features of interest in the data set. This also presents
the risk that potentially interesting features may be missed
or overlooked.

2.2. Data Structures for Large Data Set Visualization

The nature of SPH data is such that it lends itself to storage in
a wide variety of structures. BSP trees, k-d trees and octrees
( [FKN80], [GG98]) are all spatial decomposition structures
that can be used to store 3D data of this type. This spatial
decomposition makes it hard to predict a priori the storage
requirements of such structures, since the point-cloud data is
unlikely to follow a regular pattern. Distance fields [FPRJ00]
can be used to store efficiently surface information for volu-
metric data sets, but this would limit the rendering to one or
more isosurfaces.

While the use of point-clouds to approximate surfaces is
an ongoing research topic, structures used in this research
are typically designed to store point-representations of sur-
faces. Thus structures such as LDC trees [PZvBG00] and the
Bounding Sphere [RL00] hierarchy are not well suited to un-
structured clouds. Elsewhere, [HE03] generates an advanced

hierarchical data structure using principal component analy-
sis for clustering which generalises well to multiple time
steps [HLE04].

2.3. Rendering Point Cloud Data

The rendering of point cloud data can be accomplished
through a range of volumetric rendering techniques. One
such technique is to extract isosurfaces from the data
(through algorithms such as marching cubes [LC87]), and
render it as a polygonal surface. This approach works well
for data sets with clear boundaries and structure (for exam-
ple, in medical data) but for astrophysics simulation data the
distinctions are likely to be less clear. To visualize the point
cloud usefully using a surface representation, it would be
necessary to depict multiple surfaces (at different isovalues),
but it is not obvious which isovalues should be used.

The alternative to surface rendering is to project the whole
data set to the screen at once. Technological and algorith-
mic advances have made this direct volume rendering much
more achievable. 3D texture mapping [CCF94] uses hard-
ware on modern graphics cards to project whole slices of
data to the screen at a time, with the final image composed
of a number of these slices layered. This approach assumes
the points to lie on a regular grid, hence the data would likely
need to be resampled to such a structure, and slices extracted
for each different viewing angle. Ray-casting [Lev90] traces
a ray from each pixel in the image through the object domain
and calculates the light and shade of that pixel as a function
of the voxels along the ray’s route. Interactive ray tracing
can, however, be prohibitively expensive in computational
terms.

Splatting works by projecting each voxel cell to the im-
age, with footprint determined by properties of the data.
Real-time rendering using splatting has been possible by
using Gouraud shaded polygons [Wes90] to approximate
splats and encoding the data as an octree. More recently,
work [RPZ02] has aimed at the use of points instead of tri-
angles as the primitive of choice for images, and again this
has been aided by recent advances in hardware. For exam-
ple, for simple cases, rendering a volumetric dataset is pos-
sible at interactive frame-rates by simply loading the dataset
into memory on the graphics card then drawing each point
separately to the screen. Rendering quality can be enhanced
through the use of vertex shaders to specify additional para-
meters for the point data [HE03].

2.4. Information Visualization

The field of information visualization can inform this re-
search on two fronts: firstly, by the variety of generic tech-
niques in this area that might be applicable to scientific as
well as more abstract data sets, for example the focus-and-
context model [CB04], and secondly by providing a frame-
work for the construction and evaluation of new visualiza-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Evolution of Bok globules at t= (a) 4.3×103 yrs (b) 2.29×105 yrs (c) 3.75 ×105 yrs, grayscale value proportional
to log(density), density scale varies between images

tions [CM97,Shn96]. Questions such as whether a particular
visualization is appropriate to the task for which it is used,
or whether researchers are working closely enough with the
end-users of such systems [MLZ∗02] can be addressed in
this context. Scientific visualization tools typically focus on
plotting the data accurately in context [Com]. This is not
necessarily the best way of providing insight into and un-
derstanding of the data set.

3. Interactive SPH Visualization

In designing a visualization system for SPH data, it is nec-
essary to consider first the goals of such a system. The sys-
tem can work with just the data produced from the simu-
lation. There are some interesting possibilities for computa-
tional steering, and hence to exploratory simulation, with the
goal of providing insight not merely into the data, but into
the system as a whole. However, to add such possibilities to
a system requires an in-depth knowledge of the simulation
software and method.

Given that we can work with the data directly, the problem
is reduced to visualization of six-dimensional data - three
coordinates, temperature, density and time. Typically, exist-
ing visualizations [BYH03, BCL99] used in the field would
be of the form of a two dimensional contour image formed
from a slice through the data set. This involves a resampling
process, where currently the nearest-neighbour algorithm is
used, and averages taken if multiple points map to the same
grid square.

[Eic97] suggests a set of eight design guidelines for

effective visualization - task-specific, reduced representa-
tion, data encoding, filtering, "drill down", multiple linked
views and user interface. Of these, task-specific is taken for
granted. Reduced representation is not desirable. Data en-
coding is a simple transfer function that maps temperature
to a colour scale and density to the opacity of each splat.
"Drilling down" through the data is less important than in
other fields, since the precise values of a single point are of
less importance. The remaining guidelines map to the de-
sired feature set below.

• Interactivity: it should be possible to rotate and zoom on
the data set, as displayed, in real-time. This encourages
data exploration.

• Selection: while it should be possible to view the com-
plete data set (or at least, one complete time step), it
should also be possible to restrict the visualization to
specified ranges of temperature or density. This allows fo-
cus on interesting or informative patterns in the data with-
out distraction.

• Animation: given a time-based data set, it would be ad-
vantageous to see how the data changes over time visually.
This can be represented by difference images or, more
simply, through animation. It should be possible to ani-
mate smoothly between time-steps in a controllable fash-
ion.

• Multiform views: as discussed in section 2.3, it is possi-
ble to represent this data in several ways, by, for example
rendering an isosurface for a specified value, or by splat-
ting the entire set. Viewing the same data in two or more
different ways at the same time may lead to understand-
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ing that a single view would not provide [Rob00]. It also
allows the system to work at least as well as the previous
one. If one of the views offered is a 2D slice through the
3D view, then it becomes easier to relate the new image to
existing images and states. The addition of features such
as brushing could aid coordination between views.

4. Work Completed

It seemed natural to begin the research by implementing
these features in order. So this section discusses implementa-
tion of interactivity, selection, animation and multiple (mul-
tiform) views in a prototype system.

4.1. Implementation Techniques

The system was implemented in an extensible, object ori-
ented fashion using C++ and OpenGL [OGL] with the GLUI
[Rad] toolkit for additional interface components. This has
obvious advantages:

• OpenGL and C++ can interact in a platform-independent
fashion, so the system is portable between Windows and
Unix systems.

• Compiled C++ code is fast, and the use of OpenGL en-
sures that hardware acceleration is handled at driver level.

• Since each view has a class of its own, overlaying multiple
views in the same window is easily accomplished.

• The structure is easily extensible through inheritance for
experimentation.

For the purposes of experimentation, a simple flat mem-
ory structure was used for the data. This limited the amount
of processing necessary before visualization through splat-
ting. To extract isosurfaces, the data was first resampled
into a regular grid using the same nearest-neighbour algo-
rithm applied to produce the 2D plots mentioned in sec-
tion 3 (for consistency), then the marching tetrahedra algo-
rithm [DK91] applied and the resultant triangle set stored.

4.2. Feature Implementation

Interactivity: a simple mouse-based interface allows rota-
tion and zooming of the data set in real time. This proved
possible at around 35 frames per second even on relatively
modest systems through OpenGL. This corresponds to a sys-
tem reaction time of 28ms, and is well within the parameters
defined in [Eic97] for interactivity.

Selection: the interface, as shown in Figure 2, allows for
selection of a range of values to display for both temper-
ature and density, through means of interface components.
However, selection is only possible of a single range. For ex-
ample, temperature ranges of 0-60 and 100-120 cannot both
be selected at the same time. This could be useful in cases
where only set ranges contain "useful" information to the
end user.

Figure 2: Selection interface

Animation: the interface allows selection of time-step,
animation between two selected time-steps, and selection of
speed of animation in frames-per-second. However, the na-
ture of the simulation can create problems for animation: the
default behaviour is to output a time-step data set when the
data has changed significantly since the last step. While this
is sensible for static images, and reduces storage require-
ments for large simulations, it means that any two time-steps
may be essentially disparate, and hence the animation could
be a slide show rather than a smooth flow between images.

Multiform views: currently, while two different views are
available, the user is presented with only one window in
which to view them. The overlay of a polygonized isosurface
onto the splatted image could have some useful applications
(it might, for example, make it easier to see whether points
lie inside or outside of a zone), but multiple windows with
the option to overlay would be preferable.

4.3. Example of application

The system was tested with a SPH data set of 10,000 par-
ticles, showing the evolution of Bok globules [BR47] in
the Eagle Nebula (M16). Each particle has a position in
3D space, as well as temperature and density values. The
set contained 52 separate time steps (so, 52 sets of 10,000
points), with a total input file size of c. 45MB. Results cor-
responding to the contour plots in figure 1 are presented in
figure 3 (a)-(c).

There are several advantages to this visualization. The
symmetry of the object can be observed as it evolves through
rotation of the model while animation continues. This can be
difficult to track with two-dimensional data plots. The selec-
tion controls allow more focused observation of particular
sets of particles. Finally, the application offers a more inte-
grated approach to visualization than techniques currently in
use.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Improved visualizations of SPH data have the ability to aid
research efforts in astrophysics on two fronts. Through in-
tegration with the scientist’s workflow pipeline, they can aid
the speed of analysis of data produced. Through interactivity,
they can help increase robustness by allowing exploration of
the data set.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Visualization at timesteps corresponding to figure 1, density mapped to hue and transparency

From a technical perspective, there are many obvious im-
provements that could be made to the system, in the areas
of data storage and rendering, as well as interface and effi-
ciency considerations. Work completed thus far does how-
ever point to some interesting routes to pursue, and the risk
of alienating physical scientists with visualizations that are
actually less useful than the current status quo can be elimi-
nated through the use of multiform views.

Some other possible research directions concern the is-
sue of resampling [BM97]. This is relevant on two fronts
- nearest-neighbour resampling produces a sharp difference
in image quality between simulations with higher numbers
of particles and those that use fewer. Different resampling
schemes could conceivably reduce this gap in image qual-
ity. Aside from quality, the issue of how to resample these
points realistically remains an open question: although they
are modelled as particles, each particle has a mass and a den-
sity, which thus projects to a size. If a particle spans multiple
cells in the resampled set, nearest-neighbour will not pro-
vide an accurate depiction of the data set. It will likely be
important to use the same resampling scheme in multiple vi-
sualizations to maintain consistency, but this scheme might
differ from the current system.

Beyond that, this study aims to provide a better under-
standing of the way scientific visualization is used in astro-
physics, and how that process can be improved. This will
require further cooperative research with astrophysicists to
provide feedback on the system and its usefulness.
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